Model issued as of 2 August 2021

The appearance of certain ID card types has been updated due to changes in EU and national ID card legislation. Of the three card types issued since 1 January 2017 (see the next page), the minor’s identity card without travel right remains in production unchanged, while the other two card types were replaced with the models shown on this page.

National ID card with travel right (issued to Finnish citizens)

ID card without travel right (issued to both Finnish citizens and foreign nationals)

Back side under UV light

Embossment: a raised pattern on the surface of the card

The card holder’s photograph inside a window made of a thin metal sheet

Optically variable device

Microtext

The colours of the documents shown here may differ slightly from the originals.
Model issued from 1 January 2017 to 1 August 2021

- Citizen’s identity card
- A minor’s identity card without travel right (still being issued after 1 August 2021)
- A foreigner’s identity card
  - Not a valid travel document

Front side under UV light
Back side under UV light
Embossment: a raised pattern on the surface of the card
Optically variable device
Microtext

The card holder’s photograph inside a window made of a thin metal sheet

The colours of the documents shown here may differ slightly from the originals.
Model issued from 30 May 2011 to 31 December 2016

Citizen’s identity card
A minor’s identity card without travel right
A foreigner’s identity card
Not a valid travel document

Front side under UV light
Back side under UV light
Variable laser motif

Transparent window
Optically variable device
Microtext

The colour of the text changes depending on the viewing angle

The colours of the documents shown here may differ slightly from the originals.